Although the typical process-layout manufacturing environment is susceptible to deadlocks, the problem of deadlock resolution in this context has only lately been undertaken by the scienti c community. Previous studies have found that deadlock avoidance methodologies seem to be the most appropriate for this particular context. Unfortunately, in the general case, these methods su er from high computational complexity which results in heuristic solutions and/or reduced performance. Taking the position that any solution to the problem should be scalable and provably correct, this paper proposes an analytical framework for designing deadlock avoidance policies for a subclass of Resource Allocation
Introduction
The problem of deadlocks that arises when two or more concurrently executing processes interact through a set of possible events has been studied by the scienti c community for more than twenty years. Following 20] , we can abstractly describe a deadlock as the situation in which there exists a set of processes such that every process in the set is waiting for an event that can only be caused by another process in the set. Typically, the aforementioned events are either (i) the acquisition and release of resource units shared by the process set, or (ii) the exchange of messages, the content of which is indispensable to the receiving process in order to successfully run to completion. In this paper, we consider only interaction through type (i) events. Since the resources involved are returned to the system after they have been used by the acquiring processes, they are characterized as reusable. The abstracted system of interacting processes and the set of shared resources will be characterized as a Resource Allocation System (RAS).
In 15, 5] the necessary and su cient conditions for the development of a deadlock in a RAS are identi ed. These conditions suggest possible methodologies for addressing the problem of deadlock. These methodologies can be broadly classi ed as: (i) Prevention, (ii) Detection & Recovery, and (iii) Avoidance. Prevention methods stipulate that the RAS is designed to be deadlock-free by ensuring that the entire set of necessary conditions for deadlock cannot be simultaneously satis ed at any point of the RAS operation. This requirement is met by imposing a number of restrictions on how a process can request the required resources. As a result, such methods are overly conservative, generally leading to signi cant underutilization of system resources. Detection & Recovery methods allow the RAS to enter a deadlock state. A monitoring mechanism is used to detect a deadlock when it occurs and a resolution algorithm rolls the system back to a safe state by appropriately preempting resources from a number of deadlocked processes. By de nition, a state is safe, if there exists a sequence of resource acquisition and release operations that allows all the processes in the system to run to completion 3].
Detection & Recovery approaches a ord maximum exibility to the RAS, at the expense of continuous monitoring for deadlocks and reduced productivity when the system is rolled back during recovery. This paper will focus on the third class of methods, i.e. avoidance methods.
Avoidance methods address the problem of deadlocks by controlling how resources are granted to requesting processes. They use on-line feedback about the RAS state w.r.t. the allocation of the system resources. Given the current RAS state, a process request is granted only if the resulting state is safe. In principle, such a scheme leads to informed decisions about the safety of a resource allocation operation, allowing the RAS to achieve maximum exibility.
However, two important assumptions qualify this statement: First, it is assumed that the algorithm has complete knowledge of future behavior of processes w.r.t. resource allocation, i.e. the algorithm uses information about the current allocation of the system resources, as well as, the sequence of additional allocation (request / release) operations that every process, presently in the RAS, must undergo to reach completion. Secondly, it is assumed that the algorithm can resolve the safety of a considered state of resource allocation in real-time. The rst assumption cannot be satis ed by all RAS environments, since detailed information about subsequent process behavior might not be available either because it is too costly to obtain, or because it is inherently nondeterministic. Furthermore, even if the aforementioned information were available, it is shown in 13, 2] that in the general case, the problem of determining the safety of a RAS state is NP-complete. An important implication is that some exibility, and possibly performance, must be sacri ced when using the avoidance methodology for an arbitrary RAS.
Banker's Algorithm 14], for example, the most widely-used avoidance algorithm, stipulates knowledge of the maximum number of units of every resource type in the system that each process is ever going to use. When the safety of granting a process request is analyzed, the worst-case scenario, in which all processes simultaneously require their maximum allowable claims for resources to proceed forward, is assumed. Granting a process request is safe only when it is possible to meet that request and all previously described maximal process requests.
The consideration of the maximal process requests, combined with the reusable nature of the system resources, makes the number of available units of every resource type increase monotonically between the service of these maximal requests. According to 22], this monotonicity makes backtracking unnecessary in the search for a safe allocation sequence and gives Banker's Algorithm a complexity of O(rn log n), where r is the number of resource types and n is the number of processes. 13] shows how the Banker's Algorithm can be generalized in order to deal with other special problem structures.
Banker's algorithm does not consider the particular order in which each process acquires and releases resources. The algorithm was primarily developed for use in computing environments 14] where it is impractical to expect an operating system to keep track of all possible threads for every single running process. However, there are modern technological applications in which the interacting processes are much better structured. A typical example is the Automated Manufacturing Cell (AMC). An AMC consists of a number of workstations / machines, each one able to perform a set of elementary operations, and a number of transport units (Material Handling System, MHS) which carry the various workpieces among the workstations. The cell concurrently produces a number of parts, each of which is fabricated by a predetermined sequence of elementary operations (process route), and corresponds to a RAS process. Each of the workstations and the MHS can execute a number of elementary operations simultaneously.
The maximum number of operations that can be simultaneously executed by a workstation / MHS de nes its capacity. A complete operational model for the considered AMC is presented in Section 2.
Under this model, the AMC is susceptible to deadlocks where the nite operational space of the workstations and of the MHS are the resource(s) shared among the concurrently executed processes. Actually, the abstracted RAS model is a particular case of the Job Step Model, proposed in 22] for the study of the problem of deadlock avoidance in multiprocess systems of sequential processes. In the past, the manufacturing community has tended to ignore the deadlock problem since the presence of human operators allowed for an easy solution, namely the preemption of a number of deadlocked jobs to auxiliary bu ers so that the remainder could proceed (manual detection & recovery). However, the emerging manufacturing paradigm places increased emphasis on exibility, calling for rather arbitrary process routes through the system. At the same time, there is an increased focus on reduced production lead times and low work in process (WIP). Computerized shop oor control is the enabling factor for successfully meeting these requirements. 7, 6] . In this context, it is crucial that computerized manufacturing system controllers implement automated solutions to the deadlock problem. A second justi cation for a more systematic approach is that deadlocks are in fact constraints imposed by the plant structure on operational policies. Therefore, to achieve integrated performance optimization, operational policies must consider the e ect of AMC deadlock. For these reasons, there is a resurgent interest in the problem of deadlocks occuring in job step models.
In one of the rst papers to deal with deadlock in manufacturing systems, 3], the authors remark that avoidance seems to be the most appropriate method for handling deadlocks in an FMS environment. Furthermore, they claim that avoidance methods developed by the computing community are not e cient for FMS applications, since they ignore available information about the process structures and are thus \unduly conservative". A new deadlock avoidance policy, to be called the (B-K) Deadlock Avoidance Algorithm (BKDAA), is proposed. BKDAA expands on the idea underlying Banker's algorithm by exploiting the fact that certain resources are used exclusively by a single processing step. These exclusive resources can function as bu ers dedicated to the related processes, thus allowing for the decomposition of the deadlock resolution problem over segments of process routes, and the design of an e cient control algorithm. Using formal Petri Net (PN) modeling, the authors show that under BKDAA, the system will never enter a deadlock or a restricted 1 deadlock.
A di erent avoidance policy, called the Resource Upstream Neighborhood (RUN) policy, has been developed in the authors' research program and was rst presented in 10]. This policy is based on the observation that if there are certain resources with higher capacity than others in the RAS, they can function as temporary bu ers for the jobs that they are currently holding or for some jobs on route towards them. The idea is formalized by the introduction of the concept of the Resource Upstream Neighborhood (RUN), which gives the policy its name.
A formal de nition of RUN is given in Section 5.1. Even though 10] provides considerable experimental evidence that under RUN the system will never enter a deadlock or a restricted deadlock, no formal proof is provided. A formal proof for the correctness of RUN policy is 1 A restricted deadlock is de ned as a RAS state in which progress is inhibited because of the constraints imposed by the avoidance policy itself. 3] presented in Section 5.1 of this paper. With the exception of 3] and 10], the approaches discussed above su er from problems arising from the NP-complete nature of the state-safety decision problem. Therefore, with these solutions either (i) there is no guarantee that the system will never enter deadlock or re-stricted deadlock, or (ii) if such a guarantee is provided, it is obtained by (potentially) excessive computational cost ( required computation is exponential in the size of the RAS con guration).
In the rst case, we say that the avoidance policy is not provably correct and in the second case that it is not scalable. It is our position that deadlock avoidance policies for future technological systems must be, both, provably correct and scalable. Note that correctness in the context of this discussion implies only that states characterized as safe are indeed safe. There might exist a subset of safe states which will not be recognized as such by a provably correct and scalable avoidance policy. Actually, this is the price one must pay (the compromise one must make) to obtain scalable policies because of the NP-complete nature of the underlying decision problem.
Provably correct policies that successfully recognize all safe states of the RAS, are, by de nition, Resources, Jobs and Routes For the purposes of our study, an AMC is considered as a collection of workstations each capable of performing some xed set of e(lementary)-operations.
We shall call these workstations the cell resources and denote them as elements of the set R = fR 1 It is possible that some workstations of the AMC are capable of executing a number of operations simultaneously. We capture this feature by de ning the function C(R i ) : R ! N with C(R i ) C i being the capacity of resource R i , i.e. the number of e-operations that it can run simultaneously. Let R ik ; k = 1; : : :; C i , de ne the k-th unit of capacity of resource R i .
A job type supported by the AMC is a sequence of e-operations, i.e. JT i =< o i1 ; o i2 ; : : :; o i;l(i) >. Let J = fJT 1 ; JT 2 ; : : :; JT n g denote the entire set of job types supported by the AMC. Given a certain job type JT i , let R(i; j) = fR k : o ij 2 O k ; k = 1; : : :; mg denote the set of resources capable of performing its j-th operation. Then J R i = R(i; 1) R(i; 2) : : : R(i; l(i)) is the set of possible routes in which an instance of this job type can be realized through the AMC. 2 In this paper we consider only static routing schemes, i.e. the route of a job instance is determined before the job enters the AMC. Let J R = S n i=1 J R i denote the set of possible routes a job instance can take through the AMC, and r = jJ Rj. It is worth noticing that the elements of J R are resource sequences of the format J R j =< JR j1 ; JR j2 ; : : :; JR j;l(j) >; j = 1; : : :; r and they characterize completely a process type of the underlying RAS.
The AMC State Given the de nition of the job routes, let us de ne the set of route stages / steps supported by resource R k ; k = 1; : : :; m, to be Sup(R k ) = f(j; q); j = 1; : : :; r; q = 1; : : :; l(j) : R k = JR jq g i.e. the set of all route steps that have to be processed by resource R k . Let Q k jSup(R k )j. We assume that the elements of Sup(R k ); k = 1; : : :; m, have been ordered in some arbitrary way so that they can be set in correspondence to the sequence < 1; : : :; Q k >. We shall denote the ith route step in that ordering by Sup The AMC State Transitions The AMC state can change in one of the following three ways: (i) Loading a new job: This is possible if there exists an idle unit R rk of resource R r and a job-route J R j with JR j1 = R r .
(ii) Advancing a partially processed job: Job j with job route J R j , currently located at unit R sk of resource R s = JR jq ; q 6 = l(j), having completed its processing step on that resource, is transferred to a currently idle unit R rt of resource R r = JR j;(q+1) . (iii) Unloading a nished job: A job j with route J R j , which is currently located at resource R sk with R s = JR j;l(j) having completed its processing (last) step on that resource, is removed from the AMC.
Furthermore, it is assumed that state transitions take place instantaneously and only if they have their preconditions satis ed. Executable transitions will be characterized as feasible. The AMC controller selects the transition to be executed next among the set of feasible transitions; detailed implementation of the selection scheme is an open research issue. Selection of a feasible transition by the controller and its execution by the AMC will be called an event in the AMC operation. Since we are mainly concerned with deadlock-free operation of the AMC, only the event-sequencing is relevant to the performed analysis while detailed event-timing is insignificant. In other words, it is assumed that the controller can defer making a decision until all transitions that are potentially feasible from the current state have been enabled. Therefore, we suppress explicit consideration of time from further analysis, which takes us to the realm of strings that, starting from the empty state, leave the AMC in the same idle condition. In a physical interpretation, these strings correspond to complete production runs.
An Example We conclude this section with an example which will highlight the previously introduced concepts. It will also facilitate the discussion on AMC deadlocks and avoidance policies that follows in the next section.
The AMC to be analyzed consists of 3 workstations, i.e. R = fR 1 ; R 2 ; R 3 g, with C i = 1; i = 1; 2; 3. The jobs supported by the cell can take only one of the 2 following routes: J R 1 =< R 1 ; R 2 ; R 3 > and J R 2 =< R 3 ; R 2 ; R 1 >. This dataset completes the AMC description. From this we obtain: Sup(R 1 ) = f(1; 1); (2; 3)g, Sup(R 2 ) = f(1; 2); (2; 2)g, Sup(R 3 ) = f(1; 3); (2; 1)g. Thus, the dimension of the AMC state s is equal to 6 (2 3). The size of the state space of every resource R i ; i = 1; 2; 3, is equal to N(2; 1) = 3, while the size of the AMC state space is Z = 3 3 3 = 27. The state signatures run from 0 to 26, with s 0 =< 0 0 0 0 0 0 > being the initial empty state. Table 1 enumerates the AMC state transition function and Figure 1 provides the corresponding State Transition Diagram (STD).
AMC Deadlock and Avoidance Policies
We next consider the deadlock properties of the AMC operational model and de ne deadlock avoidance policies. The STD of the previous example is used for an initial introduction to these concepts. Another important classi cation of the STD nodes / states results from the following observation: there are states from which the empty state s 0 is reachable by following a directed path of the STD, and states for which this is not possible. In the STD of Figure 1 , the former states are lightly shaded while the latter are heavily shaded. If the AMC enters any of the heavily shaded states it will never be able to complete all running jobs, i.e. become idle and empty. Proof: Suppose not. Then there exists a path of events in which the successive states either have at least one idle unit for every resource type, or if R 0 R consists of resources lled to capacity, it is possible to identify a subset R 00 R 0 with at least one job ready to leave the cell or requiring a processing unit in RnR 0 . This implies that at every successive state, there exists at least one job of those currently in the cell able to proceed. Given the niteness of the job routes and assuming that no new jobs are loaded in the cell, the cell is going to be empty after a su cient number of events. But this contradicts the de nition of unsafeness! 2
It should be noticed that the property described in Proposition 2 holds only in the context of the considered RAS model; actually it results from the fact that process behaviors are completely deterministic in this context. In more general RAS models, like a RAS modeling a computer system environment, unsafe states do not necessarily imply deadlocks. Unsafe states in those systems are states which possess a nonzero probability of leading to deadlock. This broader de nition of unsafeness re ects the fact that the avoidance methodology is in general based on a worst-case analysis of the resource-allocation situation.
Deadlock Avoidance Policies In the following, we assume that the AMC always undergoes normal operation so that only reachable states occur. In the FSA terminology, the subgraph consisting of the reachable states S r and the arcs emanating from them is called the reachability graph of the FSA. The problem undertaken in this work is the development of control strategies that will restrict the operation of a given AMC by limiting it to its reachable and safe subspace S rs . Practically, we seek to identify an appropriate set of feasible transitions which when removed from the STD (or equivalently, disabled by the AMC controller), render the unsafe subspace S r s unreachable from state s 0 . At the same time, we must ensure that every state s i in the remaining graph (i.e., reachable under the control policy), is still safe (i.e., there exists a directed path in the remaining graph leading from state s i to s 0 ). States which are reachable under a deadlock avoidance policy and from which progress is inhibited by the policy-imposed constraints and not by the RAS structure, are characterized as restricted deadlocks in the deadlock literature 3].
Formally, an avoidance policy for the AMC is de ned as follows:
De nition 6 An avoidance policy P for the AMC is a function P : S ! 2 E ; P(s i ) = fe 2 F(s i ) : e is selected by the policyg Events e 2 S i P(s i ) are called the (policy-)enabled events.
An avoidance policy P is correct, if it is deadlock and restricted deadlock-free. From the discussion above, this requirement is met by ensuring that every state s i which is reachable when the AMC is operated under the policy, is safe (considering operation under the policy).
Formally,
De nition 7 Given an avoidance policy P, let s i P s j denote the fact that state s i is reachable from state s j through an event sequence which comprises policy-enabled events only. Let S r (P) = fs i : s i P s 0 g and S s (P) = fs i : s 0 P s i g. Then, policy P is correct i S r (P) S s (P).
Finally, a correct avoidance policy P is optimal if it disables the minimum set of events that is required in order to ensure correctness. This is equivalent to the requirement that the policy restriction on the S rs subspace of the AMC disables only those actions that result in unsafe states. Formally, De nition 8 The correct avoidance policy P is optimal i 8s i 2 S rs ; 8e 2 F(s i ); e 2 P (s i ) () f(s i ; e) 2 S s Two implications of this characterization of the optimal policy are that, (i) for a given AMC con guration, the optimal avoidance policy P is unique, and (ii) S r (P ) = S rs . Establishing the optimal control policy P is equivalent to removing from the reachability graph those transition arcs that belong to the cut 5 S rs ; S r s ]. For example, in the STD of Figure 1 , the optimal control policy P consists of removing the arcs that emanate from lightly shaded solid nodes and cross the twisted dashed line. Finally, since the inclusion of a transition to the optimal avoidance policy P depends on the safety of the successor state, it follows that obtaining policy P is an NP-hard problem 11].
Typically, a deadlock avoidance policy is expressed by a set of logical and/or algebraic constraints imposed on the AMC operation. Under such a formalism, the scalability requirement for the policy implies that satisfaction of the policy constraints by an AMC transition can be veri ed in e ort polynomial in the number of AMC workstations and job routes. The correctness requirement implies the provision of a formal proof establishing that for every state reachable by the AMC when it is operated under the policy, there exists a sequence of events that can take it to the empty state without violating, both, the AMC event-feasibility constraints (cf. section on AMC transitions) and the constraints imposed by the policy (cf. the previous remark on restricted deadlocks).
A New Characterization of the State-Safety Problem and its Implications in the Design of Avoidance Policies
This section presents another characterization of the state safety decision problem. The signicance of this characterization is that it serves as a framework for the analysis of the correctness of a certain class of deadlock avoidance policies. This class of policies can be formulated as a set of inequalities which constrain the allocation of system resources at any single instance. These constraints are \static", i.e. they consider only the present status of resource allocation and not its history. AMC states corresponding to resource allocation that satis es the policy constraints will be characterized as admissible under the policy. An AMC event is enabled under such a policy, i the resulting AMC state is admissible. We shall refer to this class of avoidance 5 For a de nition of this concept refer to 1].
policies as the class . Given a policy P 2 , let S a (P) denote the set of AMC states which are admissible under policy P. It should be obvious that for a given policy P 2 , S r (P) S a (P). In the above equations, sr(i; k; p i ) is a function returning the resource type required by job j i for its next processing step, given that it is currently allocated one unit of resource type k for the execution of its p i -th processing step (s-uccessor r-esource). Equation 1 introduces the description of the initial state s 0 into the program and it represents the set of initial conditions. Equation 2 states that no resource type (cell workstation) can hold more jobs than its capacity. The state-safety characterization as a correctness-analysis tool Since the solution of the system of Equations 1 -7 is an NP-complete problem, this formulation is of no aid in the design of an algorithmic solution to obtaining the optimal avoidance policy. However, it can provide a framework for systematic development of suboptimal avoidance policies which belong to class , and are provably correct. The underlying idea is to incorporate in the above set of equations the extra set of \static" constraints on resource allocation that express the considered avoidance policy. For the expanded set of constraints the following proposition holds: 6 Proposition 3 Let P 2 . If the existence of a set of variables f ik g satisfying Equations 2, 3, 7, and the policy constraints for step t = implies the existence of a set of variables f ik( +1) g satisfying the same set of equations for step t = + 1, and the combined set of variables f ik ; ik( +1) g satis es Equations 5 and 6, policy P is correct.
Proof: The correctness of the policy is proved by showing that under the condition in the statement of the proposition, there exists a set of variables f ikt g satisfying Equations 2 -7 and the policy constraints for all i; k and t 2 f ; : : :; T t g. Then, for any state s i 2 S r (P), there exists a sequence of policy-enabled events that can lead the AMC to the empty state s 0 , and thus, s i 2 S s (P).
Without loss of generality, let us assume that T t = + n, i.e. n more steps are required for processing the workload implied by the pricing of variables ik . From the description of the AMC operation, it can be seen that n 2 N and it is nite for a given set f ik g.
Recursive application of the condition in the statement of Proposition 3 implies the existence of a set sequence < f ik( +1) g; : : :; f ik( +n=Tt) g > such that each set f ikt g; t 2 f + 1; : : :; + ng, satis es Equations 2, 3, 7 and the policy constraints, while the combined set of variables f ik(t?1) ; ikt g satis es Equations 5 and 6. Finally, the fact that f ikt g; t 2 f + 1; : : :; + ng satisfy Equation 5 together with the assumption that T t = + n, imply that Equation 4 is satis ed by +n t= f ikt g (remember that one step corresponds to the advancement of a single job to its next processing step). 2 Notice that analysis of a policy P 2 in the context of the framework established by Proposition 3 resolves simultaneously the problem of policy correctness with respect to, both, 6 For avoidance policies in class , a stronger de nition of correctness can be given, requiring that a policy P 2 is correct i Sa(P) Ss(P). It can be easily seen that the proof given in the text establishes the validity of Proposition 3 even in the case that the above de nition of correctness is used. Furthermore, under this modi ed de nition of correctness, the reverse of Proposition 3 is also true, i.e., for every correct policy P 2 and every AMC state s i 2 Sa(P), there exists at least one policy-enabled event concerning the advancement of an already loaded job to its next processing stage. (Otherwise, Sa(P) 6 Ss(P), which implies that P is not correct.) deadlocks and restricted deadlocks. Two examples of applying the proposed system of equations as a correctness-analysis tool are given in the next section.
Examples of the Framework Functionality
This section uses the system of Equations 1 -7 and proposes to formally prove the correctness of the avoidance policies presented in 10] and 3]. Both of these policies are shown to belong to class , by restating them as a set of \static" constraints to be added to the system of Equations 1 -7. Proofs are then developed as discussed in the previous section. In fact, comparison of the following two proofs demonstrates the ability of the proposed framework to systematize the analysis of correctness for the considered class of avoidance policies.
The Resource Upstream Neighborhood (RUN) Avoidance Policy
The Resource Upstream Neighborhood (RUN) avoidance policy is based on the idea that if there are some resources with higher capacity than others in the system, then they can function as temporary bu ers for the jobs that they support. For the formal statement of the RUN avoidance policy, we introduce the concept of the resource upstream neighborhood:
De nition 9 The upstream neighborhood of resource R k is de ned as UN(R k ) = fR q ; q = 1; : : :; m : 9(j; t) 2 Sup(R k ); (R k = sr(JR j ; sr(JR j ; sr(JR j ; : : :sr(JR j ; R q ; t ? n); : : :); t ? 2); t ? 1) sr (n) (JR j ; R q ; t ? n)) (C k C sr (l) (JR j ;Rq;t?n) ; 8l 2 f0; : : :; n ? 1g)g Furthermore, we say that a job instance j i is in the upstream neighborhood of resource R k , and we write j i / UN(R k ), i j i is allocated one unit of resource R q 2 UN(R k ) and its subsequent route satis es the conditions w.r.t. resources R k and R q , stated in the equation above.
In words, the upstream neighborhood of resource R k is the union of resource sequences that precede resource R k in the route steps that it supports, and they have the property that every resource R q in them has capacity C q C k .
RUN Given this de nition, RUN requires that
ilt C k ; 8k; t (8) In words, RUN requires that the number of jobs in the upstream neighborhood of a resource never exceeds the capacity of that resource. The following theorems establish its correctness. In this case, all jobs are waiting for resources with smaller capacity than that of the resource they are currently occupying. Let R min be one of the resources holding jobs at step t = , s.t. C min = minfC k : R k contains some jobsg; this set is nite since job instances and resource types are nite. Consider a job j i in R min . This job waits for resource R q which is idle, since by (the case) assumption C sr(i;R min ;p i ) < C min , and R min is the resource of smallest capacity containing jobs. Then it is obvious that proceeding job j i to resource R q satis es Equations 2 and 6; it remains to be shown that taking this step satis es Equation 8 .
Suppose that by taking this step, Equation 8 is violated for f ik( +1) g. This implies that resource R q belongs in the upstream neighborhood of a resource R b which is lled to capacity at step t = , and job j i enters this neighborhood for the rst step at step t = + 1. By the de nition of R min , it follows that C min C b . Furthermore, by the de nition of the upstream neighborhoods, it follows that all resources R l in the segment of route JR i contained between R min and R b have capacity C l C b (since R q , which succeeds R min in that chain, belongs to the upstream neighborhood of R b ). This implies that R min should be in the upstream neighborhood of R b w.r.t. job j i , and thus, job j i does not enter the upstream neighborhood of resource R b for the rst time at t = + 1. 
The B-K Deadlock Avoidance Algorithm (BKDAA)
In the introductory section, we saw that the B-K Deadlock Avoidance Algorithm (BKDAA), presented in 3], was the rst scalable and provably correct policy for manufacturing systems.
Here, we restate the policy in the context of the proposed AMC operational model, and then we provide an alternative proof of its correctness, which makes use of the framework discussed in Section 4. Note that this proof is of signi cantly reduced length and complexity when compared to the original proof provided in 3]. Furthermore, it should be noticed that the structure of this proof is identical to the previous proof that establishes the correctness of the RUN policy. This demonstrates that the proposed framework is indeed a methodological approach for dealing with this type of problems.
Shared and Unshared Resources and Production Zones For the discussion of the BKDAA policy, the following concepts are required 3]: First, we de ne an unshared resource as a resource which supports only a single processing step, i.e. resource R k ; k = 1; : : :; m, is unshared i jSup(R k )j = 1. Let us denote the set of unshared resources by R u ( R). Then, R s = RnR u de nes the set of shared resources 7 . Given a process route JR j ; j = 1; : : :r, consider the maximal route segments consisting of successive unshared resources, in the sense that the immediately preceding and succeeding resources in the route are either shared or do not exist. We refer to these segments as the unshared subzones of job route JR j . The interleaving segments of shared resources are called the shared subzones of job route JR j .
A pair of consecutive shared and unshared subzones in a job route constitute a production zone. In this way, a job route is naturally decomposed to a sequence of production zones, i.e. JR j =< z 1 j ; z 2 j ; : : :; z l(j) j >; j = 1; : : :; r. It should be noticed that production zone z 1 j (z l(j) j ) might have its shared (unshared) subzone, s 1 j (u l(j) j ), missing. Finally, given resource R k 2 R s and processing step (j; q); j = 1; : : :; r; q = 1; : : :; l(j), supported by R k , let T (R k ; (j; q)) denote the subsequence of resources which supports the steps in the shared subzone of step (j; q) that follow step (j; q). Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 1, this theorem is proved by showing that if there exists a set of variables f ik g satisfying Equations 2, 3, 7 and 9, at least one job can proceed in the cell, according to the job advancement scheme de ned in Section 2. In this way, Equations 3, 7 are satis ed automatically (by construction) by the variable set f ik( +1) g, while the combined set f ik ; ik( +1) g satis es Equation 5. It remains to be shown that Equations 2 and 9 will be satis ed by f ik( +1) g, and Equations 6 and 10 are satis ed by the combined set f ik ; ik( +1) g.
First, notice that if job j i , with job route JR q , is currently allocated a unit of resource R k in the unshared subzone u n q and it requires advancement to resource R l 2 u n q , then this job can proceed if there is available capacity on R l . This is the case since the value of the summation on the left side of Equation 9 is not altered by this movement, while Equation 10 constrains only motion in shared subzones. For this reason, in the following we assume that all jobs presently located in unshared subzones of their routes have been advanced as far as possible, so that any free capacity in the unshared subzone is available on its initial resource(s).
We consider two basic cases: Case 1: 9j i ; U i 2 R s In words, there exist jobs allocated to shared resources. Consider job j i that was advanced last to a resource R k 2 R s . Let the production zone currently containing job j i be z i .
Then, if the next resource required by j i is R l 2 u i , Equation 9 , combined with the previous assumption about the distribution of free capacity in unshared zones, guarantees that the job is able to proceed. Speci cally, Equation 9 guarantees that there is free capacity in the unshared subzone u i , and due to the previously made assumption, (at least part of) this free capacity is located on resource R l . As a result, Equation 2 will be satis ed by f ik( +1) g, and Equation 6 will be satis ed by f ik ; ik( +1) g. Furthermore, since proceeding job j i does not change its production zone, Equation 9 is still satis ed by f ik( +1) g. Finally, since R l 2 R u , constraint 10 is ine ective (i.e. automatically satis ed by f ik ; ik( +1) g).
On the other hand, if R l 2 s i , then DAA2 guarantees that there exists at least one unit of free capacity on it (remember, j i is de ned to be the job last advanced to a resource in R s ). This implies that by advancing j i , the resulting set of variables f ik( +1) g satis es Equation 2, while the combined set f ik ; ik( +1) g satis es Equation 6. Equation 9 is satis ed as above. Equation 10 is satis ed by f ik ; ik( +1) g because job j i was the last job to be advanced to a resource in R s . Speci cally, for every resource R q 2 R s with R q 6 = R k , P i iqt has remained the same or decreased since the last movement of job j i , when Equation 10 was holding for T (R k ; (rt(U i; ); st(U i; ))).
Case 2: 8j i ; U i 2 R u In words, all jobs are currently allocated to unshared resources. As per the initial remark about advancement in unshared subzones, let us assume that all jobs in the system have advanced as far as possible in their unshared subzones, so that only advancement into shared resources is possible. Since all resources in R s are empty, it immediately follows that such an advancement cannot violate Equations 2, 6 and 10. It remains to be shown that there exists a job, the advancement of which does not violate constraint 9.
To see that this is the case, consider the following: Given a job route JR j ; j = 1; : : :; r, its production zones < z 1 j ; : : :; z l(j) j > are determined by its unshared subzones u q j ; q = 1; : : :; l(j).
By de nition, resources in S q u q j are used exclusively by jobs with job route JR j . Since we assume that R s is empty of jobs, switching of production zones by a job j i with job route JR j is constrained due to Equation 9 , only by the distribution in the AMC of jobs executing the same route JR j . Furthermore, for jobs in the last unshared subzone u l(j) j of JR j , Equation 9 is e ectively inactive. Thus, if there exist any jobs in u l(j) j , due to our initial assumption, there must be at least one job allocated one unit of the last resource in u l(j) j , and it can proceed to its last shared subzone { possibly consisting of the dummy shared resource, only. Otherwise, we can identify the unshared subzone u n j for which subzones u q j ; q = n + 1; : : :; l(j), are empty. Then, jobs allocated one unit of the last resource in u n j can proceed without violating constraint 9. 2
The next theorem is analogous to Theorem 2, and it can be proved in exactly the same way, by invoking Theorem 3.
Theorem 4 BKDAA is correct.
Conclusions
In this last section, the contributions of this paper are summarized, and some additional results which were not presented due to the paper size limitations are brie y discussed. Possible extensions of this work are also proposed.
The starting point for this work was the observation that the AMC operational environment is susceptible to deadlocks, which, given the high level of structuring and the monitoring capabilities of the AMC, should be resolved through avoidance techniques. However, this is a computationally involved task, due to the NP-complete nature of the state-safety decision problem. At the same time, our position is that any viable solution to the problem should possess the properties of correctness and scalability. In our e orts to design such solutions, an operational model for the AMC which is based on the FSA computational model was developed. The problem of state-safety was reformulated as a set of binary equations in the context of that model. This formulation provides an analytical tool / framework for formally proving the correctness of a certain class of avoidance policies, i.e. those which can be expressed as a set of \static" constraints on the system resource allocation. The functionality of our framework was demonstrated by using it to prove the correctness of the RUN avoidance policy, developed in the authors' research and rst presented in 10], and to provide an alternative proof for BKDAA, introduced in 3].
An interesting result not discussed in this paper is that RUN and BKDAA are essentially di erent, in the sense that each one of them identi es the safety of states that the second one fails to recognize. This result is very signi cant since it can be readily seen that the disjunction of any two avoidance policies from the considered class is also an avoidance policy. Furthermore, the disjunction of two essentially di erent avoidance policies is an avoidance policy that covers a larger portion of the S rs subspace than either of the initial two, and thus, it is closer to the optimal policy. This remark has motivated the search for additional policies of the above class, with some successful preliminary results. Completion of the development of these new policies is part of our future work. Our future plans also include the comparative study of these policies w.r.t. AMC exibility. The extension of this framework to cover other RAS classes is being undertaken. For example, the situation where multiple units of the same resource are allocated to a process at any step is a straightforward generalization of the material presented. The case where multiple units of di erent resources are simultaneously required for a job is less intuitive. Finally, the integration of the correctness and performance analyses by means of the proposed FSA model is another issue to be resolved.
